


SLOWSEX IS A COSMETICS LINE THAT REDEFINES 
THE MEANING OF THE WORD "FOREPLAY".

FOREPLAY IS NOT JUST A MEANS TO AN END;
IT IS A JOURNEY FULL OF PLEASURE. YOUR PLEASURE.



WHAT IS A SHIMMER DRY OIL?

Light and dry to the touch, this oil leaves no greasy 
residue. It was formulated to absorb quickly into your 
skin and hair, leaving behind an irresistible 
shimmer. Nourish and hydrate all your body's 
erogenous zones, especially the ones you show 
when you strip off :)

WHERE CAN I USE IT?

Exclusively designed for skin and hair, you can use it 
on any body part you want to highlight and be 
explored: cleavage, booty, vulva, testicles, etc.

AM I IN FOR A WIN?

An irresistible coconut aroma, a sensual shimmer 
and the softest skin will ensure you are onto a winner. 
Just apply three little drops of this oil before any 
intimate encounter. 

•    Compatible with sex toys
•    Not compatible with latex condoms
•    Safe on sensitive areas
•    Oil-based 
•    Hydrating: coconut oil
•    Coconut aroma
•    Fast absorbing
•    No greasy residue
•    For external use

HAIR AND SKIN
SHIMMER DRY OIL 
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WHAT IS ANAL PLAY?

It is super important to hydrate the area before any 
anal play, whether you're a certi�ed expert or are 
only just getting started. This water-based gel 
contains a combination of soothing and hydrating 
ingredients that not only reduce friction but prepare 
the area for play.

HOW DOES IT WORK?

Unlike the vagina, the anus does not self-lubricate 
when we are aroused. This water-based gel hydrates 
the rectal mucosa (inner lining of the anus) so that it 
increases in volume and allows the sphincters to 
expand. We've added arnica, chamomile and aloe 
vera — natural ingredients that soothe the area and 
increase that much-needed hydration.

AM I IN FOR A WIN?

Without a doubt! This gel comes in an irresistible 
coconut aroma with a mild, sweet taste. TIP: Add "Full 
Body Massage" to the mix. When the rectal mucosa 
is hydrated (thanks to the water base and aloe vera), 
this silicone gel will help to prolong the fun. 

ANAL PLAY GEL

•    Compatible with condoms
    and sex toys
•    Soothing: chamomile
•    Hydrating: aloe vera
•    Relaxing: arnica
•    Water-based
•    Coconut aroma
•    Sweet �avour
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WHAT IS FINGER PLAY?

The best way to arouse yourself or your partner is by 
exploring each other's bodies with your hands and 
mouth. This sweet, water-based gel allows you to 
manually stimulate erogenous zones such as the 
vulva or penis friction-free, in order to heighten 
arousal (erection or natural lubrication).

HOW DOES IT WORK? 

Your natural lubrication will last longer when you use 
this water-based gel. You can apply a few drops to 
your �ngers or use it directly on your intimate area. Its 
water base will make your movements slide and glide 
as you masturbate alone or together, while aloe vera 
hydrates your skin. Apply as many times as you like.
 
AM I IN FOR A WIN?

Of course! Its coconut aroma and sweet taste make 
this gel irresistible. Touch is the only sense you feel on 
every inch of your body and intensi�es in your 
erogenous zones. Go and explore! 

FINGER PLAY GEL

•    Compatible with condoms and
    and sex toys
•    Hydrating: aloe vera
•    Leaves no residue on the skin
•    Water-based
•    Coconut aroma
•    Sweet �avour
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WHAT IS ORAL SEX BALM?

Oral pleasure! A balm with a gentle cooling effect 
that helps your lips to glide over your partner's penis, 
reducing friction during oral sex for fantastically 
�uid fellatio. 

HOW DOES IT WORK?

Apply directly to the lips. It contains Frescolat , a 
patented molecule with a gentle cooling effect that 
contrasts with the natural warmth of your mouth. 
You can also apply it to the penis, creating a gliding 
�lm to reduce friction during the "up and down" 
motion and achieve �uid movements that will 
enhance your performance.
 
AM I IN FOR A WIN?

Perfect movements for the perfect blow job! A 
coconut aroma and sweet minty taste increase the 
irresistibility of this balm. 

ORAL SEX BALM

•    Compatible with sex toys
•    Not compatible with latex condoms
     (remove any residue if you're going to use one)

•    Gliding effect
•    Cooling effect (gentle)
•    Oil-based 
•    Coconut aroma
•    Sweet minty �avour
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WHAT IS NIPPLE PLAY?

Did you know that almost 30% of women can reach 
orgasm through nipple stimulation?  This cooling 
effect gel comes with a metallic roll-on applicator 
that heightens the fun. It was formulated and 
designed to ensure that nipple play is more than an 
added extra in your sexual encounters — it should 
be one of the main events!

HOW DOES IT WORK? 

The nipples are one of the most sensitive areas of the 
body and their purpose is to provide pleasure. This 
gel contains Frescolat  , a patented molecule with a 
cooling effect on the skin, and the roll-on metallic 
applicator heightens the cool sensation. Pop it into the 
fridge for a few minutes to further intensify the effect.

AM I IN FOR A WIN?

You sure are! This gel will take you to paradise. 
When your lips touch the gel they will transfer it to 
wherever you kiss next. The cooling effect is 
heightened in the body's mucous membranes, so you 
can feel it in your intimate areas too.

NIPPLE PLAY GEL

•    Compatible with condoms and sex toys
•    Cooling effect (gentle)
•    Effect transferable to other areas
•    Water-based
•    Coconut aroma
•    Sweet �avour
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WHAT IS A CLITORAL BALM?

The clitoris has one purpose and one purpose only: 
to provide orgasms. So don't miss out! This balm is 
fast absorbing, with a smooth texture and a 
warming effect that stimulates blood �ow to the clit, 
increasing its sensitivity to touch.

HOW DOES IT WORK? 

It heightens sensations during sex. To apply it, put 
some on your �nger and rub it into the clitoris. Thanks 
to the patented molecule Thermolat , you'll feel the 
warming effect in a matter of seconds. Ginseng 
increases blood �ow in the clit, activating its 8,000 
nerve endings. And once it is fully absorbed, 
arginine will increase your sensitivity to touch. 
 
AM I IN FOR A WIN?

With more intense, more frequent orgasms, it's 
impossible not to be! TIP: Add a little "Finger Play" to 
the mix for gentle or intense manual stimulation that 
never disappoints.

CLITORAL BALM

•    Immediate effect
•    Fast absorbing
•    Duration: +/- 40 min
     (varies from person to person)

•    Compatible with latex
    condoms and sex toys
•    Warming effect
•    More sensations: ginseng
•    More sensitivity: arginine
•    Coconut aroma
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WHAT IS FULL BODY MASSAGE?

A silicone-based gel with a smooth texture that 
leaves the skin silky soft.  Perfect for body-on-body 
fun, you can use it on your breasts or booty to slide 
and glide over your lover.

WHERE CAN I USE IT?

ANYWHERE AND EVERYWHERE! Use it to 
massage the vulva, penis and even the anus, 
friction-free. And don't worry if some gets inside, it is 
100% compatible with intimate areas! It allows you 
to cross the boundaries of relaxing massage with 
erotic massage, and massage every last inch of skin.  
Play until you can't take anymore, even underwater!

AM I IN FOR A WIN?

You bet! Its texture and coconut aroma make this gel 
a must-have all year round. Be sure to bring it with 
you to any sexual encounter! 

FULL BODY MASSAGE

•    Compatible with condoms
•    Not compatible with
    silicone toys
•    Compatible with
    intimate areas
•    Silicone-based
•    Long-lasting
•    Non-water-soluble
•    Silky touch
•    Coconut aroma
•    Inedible
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WHAT IS A WARMING MASSAGE OIL?

A classic with an exotic aroma, sweet �avour and 
tantalising texture that invites caresses, licks and 
kisses…from head to toe. Formulated to provide an 
amazing warming effect when you blow on the skin, 
this massage oil is your ticket to a good time.

HOW DOES IT WORK?

Add a little oil to the area you want to massage, and 
don't be afraid to use it near your intimate areas as it 
is 100% compatible. Rub in the oil with your hands (or 
any other body part!) and massage gently. When 
you're ready, blow on the skin to maximise the 
warming effect and take their breath away. Continue 
the massage with kisses — the sweet �avour is 
begging your mouth to join in on the fun!

AM I IN FOR A WIN?

A classic with an exotic �avour is always a hit! If 
surprises are your thing, the warming effect, exotic 
aromas and sweet �avour of this massage oil are an 
amazing bet.

WARMING MASSAGE OIL

•    Compatible with condoms and sex toys
•    Glycerin-based
•    Warming effect
•    Coconut aroma
•    Sweet �avour
•    Smooth texture
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WHAT IS FULL BODY SOLID PERFUME?

A scented invitation to discover every inch of your 
body. This alcohol-free solid perfume leaves an 
arousing exotic coconut aroma on your skin. Its 
stick-format and smooth and pleasant texture invite 
you to perfume any area you want exploring, 
touching or kissing... 

WHERE CAN I USE IT?

It's alcohol-free so you can apply it to any body part 
you want to highlight, including your intimate 
areas: vulva, breasts, booty, cleavage, neck, etc. 

AM I IN FOR A WIN?

It lasts on and on and on. This coconut perfume is 
long-lasting, so you can perfume your erogenous 
zones hours ahead of your erotic encounter. Its 
smooth texture means you can experiment with it in 
sex and highlight the areas you are going to kiss or 
want kissing later ;)

FULL BODY SOLID PERFUME

•    Compatible with latex condoms and sex toys 
     (once absorbed into the skin)

•    Compatible with intimate areas
•    Long-lasting exotic coconut aroma
•    Smooth texture
•    Oil-based 
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WHAT IS A MOUTHWATERING SPRAY?

Did you know that saliva is one of the most arousing 
bodily �uids? This Mouthwatering Spray has a citrus 
�avour that will get your mouth wet, wet, wet when 
applied to your tongue. It was formulated so you can 
use your own �uid in practices such as oral sex.

HOW DOES IT WORK?

Although we make saliva naturally, there are ways to 
improve its production and play with our sexiest 
�uids. This liquid spray contains malic acid which 
boosts saliva production. Spray it three times on your 
tongue and let the fun begin! Repeat if necessary. 

AM I IN FOR A WIN?

Absolutely! From passionate kisses to gliding and 
exciting oral sex. Saliva can be your best ally for 
fooling around during sex.

MOUTHWATERING
SPRAY

•    Increases saliva production:
    malic acid
•    Citrus aroma and �avour
•    Mouthwatering effect
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WHAT ARE ORAL SEX STRIPS?

A cunnilingus a day keeps the doctor away. These 
cooling-effect strips melt in the mouth during oral sex. 
When they come into contact with the vulva, their 
cooling effect contrasts with the body's natural 
warmth, taking you by surprise with endless new 
sensations that end in orgasm.

HOW DOES IT WORK?

Saliva helps melt the strip on the tongue and 
distributes the cooling effect around your mouth. The 
menthol will be transferred from the tongue, lips and 
saliva to the clitoris, providing an intense and 
surprising cooling effect. We've added aphrodisiac 
ingredients (Panax Ginseng · Horny goat weed ·  
L-arginine · Maca · Ginkgo Biloba) to heighten 
arousal during oral sex.

AM I IN FOR A WIN?

Without a doubt! Their legs will be shaking. TIP: Add 
"Finger Play" or "Anal Play" to the mix if you plan on 
stimulating the vaginal opening or anus too.

ORAL SEX STRIPS

•    Compatible with condoms and sex toys
•    Cooling effect (intense)
•    Units: 7
•   Natural Aphrodisiac ingredients
•    Minty �avour
•    Vegan friendly
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BARCELONA HQ
Viladomat,

291 6º 2ª, 08029
Barcelona · SPAIN

T: +34 93 415 88 79

NEW YORK
The Meadows,
301 Route 17 N, Suite 402
Rutherford · NJ 07070
T: +1 (646) 513-2994

SCAN FOR
MORE LANGUAGES

 ENGLISH · ESPAÑOL · FRANÇAIS

ITALIANO · DEUTSCH · NEDERLANDS

PУССКИЙ ЯЗЫК · YКРАЇНСЬКА МОВА
POLSKI ·  汉语


